Is it any wonder our Armed Forces reject millions of our youths as UNFIT?

Most children have two strikes against them before they are born. Unethical "QUACK" medicos prescribe "Cokes" to offset nausea in pregnant women who are already short on calcium. IT'S CRIMINAL!

Then after the baby is born if it "belches", the same "QUACK" medicos prescribe Cola syrup. This is both CRIMINAL and unethical as they are prescribing a product the contents of which they know NOTHING about.

Now if this child is lucky enough to reach 18 and he goes to the blood bank and donates blood, he gets a FREE cola drink . . . (the world's greatest destroyer of calcium).

Just how low can these money-hungry "medicos" stoop? In their greed for money they PLAN before a child is born to undermine his health to insure their income permanently.

With these damnable cola drinks, the "QUACKS" have laid a perfect foundation for another child victim of POLIO (more dollars for the medicos).

In the hospital the POLIO child is quarantined for a non-infectious disease of malnutrition . . . how ASinine.

Next, they jab a big needle into his spine . . . yet the spinal test proves NOTHING as both a paralyzed or healthy child may show the exact same results. The ONLY possible benefit is to damage or sever a nerve thereby making a permanent cripple to help the advertising wizards of the National Foundation FOR Infantile Paralysis in their bally-hoo for more DIMES and DOLLARS.

Don't forget the "get-the-money" grabbers are NOT interested in the prevention of POLIO. Didn't they tell Sister Kenny to go back to Australia? Didn't they tell Dr. Sander (Federal doctor) that they were NOT interested in his prevention work and that his truths were hurting THE COLA INTERESTS? Don't Cola branches in most cities have the Foundation's bulletins apparently put out to protect the Cola millionaires? What Cola "big-shot" is on the board of the National Foundation?

We CHALLENGE and DARE Basil O'Connor, Dr. Van Piper (or any of their "gang") to meet us in a public debate in any city on any date . . . they won't accept . . . they DO NOT DARE . . . they know the TRUTH will cook their goose and burn it crisp.
Sugar is not even a devitalized, demineralized, starvation food ... it is NOT a food ... it is a chemical (a disaccharide of the formula C12 H22 O11) ... and properly classified as a POISON, robbed of any life-giving qualities it once possessed.

Sugar is the most injurious product in our national dietary, with no exceptions. Sugar disrupts our body chemistry, destroys the balance of food ingredients, disturbs our calcium-phosphorous ratios, and is THE GREATEST DESTROYER OF BODY CALCIUM known to science. POLIO has often been defined as "SUGAR POISONING".

Sugar, being a completely "DE-LIMED" substance, has a natural high affinity for calcium and will "steal" calcium instantly. A good example is the removal of calcium films and external cataracts of the eye with simple powdered sugar ointments.

Sugar is converted to glucose in the body by ONE STEP in the process of digestion ... it then goes directly into our blood stream. When sugar "steals" calcium from the blood stream and the pericellular fluid, we get a breakdown in our muscle and nerve cells ... disease appears ... THIS IS POLIO! A child or adult who is not deficient in blood calcium and whose blood sugar is normal cannot and will not become a victim of POLIO.

The first step in treating a POLIO victim is to restore the normal calcium balance to the pericellular fluid and RECOVERY IS ACHIEVED. Only in countries having high sugar consumption, such as the United States, Canada, Sweden, United Kingdom, Australia and now Mexico do we find outbreaks of POLIO. (The U.S.A. has a sugar consumption of over 100 lbs. per capita.) China, India, Java, Rumania, Egypt, Italy and countries with a sugar consumption of less than 50 lbs. per capita do not have outbreaks of POLIO.

Soft drinks with their high sugar content encourage POLIO ... especially the "Colas" containing both sugar and inorganic phosphoric acid, ANOTHER TERRIBLE INSTANTANEOUS DESTROYER OF CALCIUM.

Gamma Globulin is nothing new ... more "millions" are "injected" by the "March of Dimes" scoundrels. Gamma Globulin is a FRAUD. Its only result can be to cause serum hepatitis ... the forerunner of CANCER of the liver. The U. S. Army has discontinued the use of all blood plasma both here and abroad because of hepatitis and cancer.

The ONLY possible benefits from Gamma Globulin are ... more millions for the already rich Drug Trust and unethical "medics." It is only another carefully planned EXCUSE to keep the public's eyes turned away from the TRUTH about POLIO, while more "millions" are "grabbed" by the "March of Dimes" scoundrels.

Gamma Globulin is no more the answer to POLIO than it is to a sore toe. Scientifically it is a FRAUD, benefiting only the already rich Drug Trust and unethical "medics." It is only another carefully planned EXCUSE to keep the public's eyes turned away from the TRUTH about POLIO, while more "millions" are "grabbed" by the "March of Dimes" scoundrels.

Gamma Globulin or blood plasma, how do you know if it is from a white person, a Negro or a Jap?? You don't ... no one knows ... those who should know don't care ... it's usually all mixed together like vegetable soup. Blood chemists KNOW it is CRIMINAL to inject blood from alien races or mixtures thereof.

The "March of Dimes" from its very inception has been a COLOSSAL FRAUD, and today is a greater enemy to the future of our country than anything Stalin, Hitler, or Mussolini could have ever " concocted".

Let's stop polluting the bloodstreams of our children KNOWING full well it is a FALSE and a FRAUD of the lowest type. Whose children do they "inject"? ... not their own ... you can bet on that.

When a child's bloodstream is "polluted" with Gamma Globulin or blood plasma, how do you know if it is from a white person, a Negro or a Jap?? You don't ... no one knows ... those who should know don't care ... it's usually all mixed together like vegetable soup. Blood chemists KNOW it is CRIMINAL to inject blood from alien races or mixtures thereof.

The "March of Dimes" from its very inception has been a COLOSSAL FRAUD, and today is a greater enemy to the future of our country than anything Stalin, Hitler, or Mussolini could have ever " concocted".

Let's stop polluting the bloodstreams of our children ... rid our country of the money-grabbing National Foundation FOR Infantile Paralysis and tell parents how to prevent POLIO. Then no cure will be needed ... and we will have healthy, robust, happy children.